Abstract -The paper discusses fundamental issues of the symbiotic human-instrument partnership as a next evolutionary stage of the instrumentation and measurement paradigm.
I. INTRODUCTION
In order to live in often difficult circumstances, humans have had to understand the environment they were living and to conceptualize notions that would allow them to evaluate the impact of different natural phenomena as well as of the human actions. All these, together with the need to communicate and trade goods have eventually led to a gradual development of the concept of quantitative measurement based on commonly agreed upon units which have allowed them to more precisely assign a "value" to different and goods. This concept could be seen as a quantitative procedure of finding out how many a priori defined units have to be put together in order to get something (more or less) equal to the usually continuous parameter to be measured called the measurand.
Traditional Instrumentation and Measurement paradigm provides a passive window to the physical world. The local information which it delivers is the result of a straightforward measurement paradigm where it is a priori known what we want to measure, as well as where and when to look for the measurand. The value of the measurand is the only one unknown thing in this process. Technological advancements did not change this paradigm which suffices for the parameter-feedback control [1] .
Recent progress in computer and VLSI technologies offer massive computational power which allows the use of complex signal and image processing, system identification, modelling, control, and Al algorithms, as well as user friendly virtual environments for the development of an ever growing diversity of real-time applications.
These new developments point to the emergence of a new type of intelligent control based on a multimodal sensory perception of the state of the controlled process and its environment. These intelligent model-based adaptive controllers provide an intelligent connection ofthe perception to action to achieve specified goals in Extrapolating ideas published by authors over the years on the instrumentation and measurement paradigm [1] , [2] , and the human-computer interaction [3] , [4] , [5] , this paper presents a coherent methodological framework for the development of symbiotic human-instrument partnership systems, including the use of humans as explicit sensors as well as the use of human and animal behaviour, and vegetation status as implicit contextual indicators for multimodal environment and situation assessment applications.
II. EARLY EXAMPLES OF HUMAN-INTRUMENT SYMBIOTIC PARTNERSHIP
As vision is the most accurate and information-rich human sense it was quite a straightforward procedure to measure visually parameters describing the geometry of objects: length, surface area and volume. This was done either by counting how many units had to be put together in order to match the measurand, or by comparing the measurand against a specially made graded scale. In both cases it was up to a human to look, compare and decide how many units the measurand was worth.
An ingenious solution for the measurement of nongeometric parameters such as time, weight, temperature, voltage, current, power, etc. was to convert those parameters into a proportional displacement of a pointer moving in front of a geometric scale conveniently graded in equivalent units of the same nature as the measurand [2] .
Among these non-geometricldisplacement converters are the well known analog instruments: weight scales, clock watches, scale thermometers, electrical meters (for voltage, current, power, etc.) and later the oscilloscopes, magnetic and electric field meters, radioactivity meters, light intensity meters, and so on. Humans were an integral component of the measuring process of these meters as the measurement was not actually completed without having a person do the reading, i.e. visually deciding what numerical value should be assigned to the current position of the pointer on the graded scale, as illustrated in Fig Another type of human-instrument symbiotic measurements deals with the estimation of non quantitative parameters of interest such as, for instance, the colour. These measurements are done by human decision makers who visually compare the measurand against a collection of reference color-standard samples stored on some media which are convenient for archival purposes and easy to handle during the measurement process.
Computer-based automatic controllers need on-line realtime information about the state of the controlled plants, which the "plain old meters" designed to provide data to human users could not provide. New instruments have had to be developed to provide the measurement data in the format and at the speed rate required by the new controllers. The resulting digital instruments were actually the first complete instruments incorporating both the measurand-against-scale comparison and the generation of the numeric result. As an immediate effect of the digital and computer-based instrumentation's success, the analog instruments became obsolete and humans were taken off the measurement loop and relegated to global situation assessment and decision making roles, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . III.
TOWARDS A NEW HUMAN-INTRUMENT SYMBIOTIC PARTNERSHIP
Symbiotic human-machine technologies have been used over the years for the development of more efficient computational intelligence and intelligent robot systems. However, all these systems are designed as human behaviourbased autonomous machines able to function without human intervention, or in some case, with the on-line human operator providing high-level supervisory functions [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] .
It is expected that current "human-computer interaction" (HCI) interfaces currently used for interactive virtual reality applications where the humans essentially are peripheral of the computers [4] , [11] , [12] , [13] , will evolve into more efficient multimodal HCI symbiotic partnerships in which humans will contribute human-specific capabilities complementing those of the computer [14] , [15] . It will be a symbiotic relationship in which each partner will lead in some cases and provide assistance in others. The leader/assistant role of a partner will be decided on the basis of maximizing the overall efficiency of the symbiotic team.
Human beings are valuable in this symbiotic partnership to the degree that their capabilities complement those of the computers: (i) humans are still far more intelligent than any computer, are able to act on incomplete or ambiguous instructions, able to adapt to a variety of computer interfaces, and able to interact directly with other humans, (ii) humans are mobile being able to perform complex tasks in a variety of different environments, (iii) humans can recognize visual, auditory, haptic, olfactory and gustatory stimuli, (iv) humans are dexterous, which allows them to precisely manipulate a wide variety of objects, (v) humans are emotional, varying the characteristics of response, depending on the global state of each individual.
Humans are very high-bandwidth creatures: their visual system is capable of perceiving more than a hundred megabits of information per second, and their largest sense organ, the skin is capable of perceiving nearly that much as well. The human speech conveys information in the form of intonation and inflection as well as the actual words uttered. People communicate through "body language" which includes facial expressions and eye movements.
IV.
HUMANS, ANIMALS, AND VEGETATION AS TRANSDUCERS AND SENSORS
Humans and animals can act as sensor agents providing, usually fuzzy, explicit estimates of specific parameters of interest which they are naturally able to feel. Humans Figure 3 . Heterogeneous network of robotic sensors, human-transducer symbiotic sensor agents, human sensor agents, and intelligent sensor agents. Fig. 3 shows the structure of a heterogeneous network of robotic sensors (RSAs), human-transducer symbiotic sensor agents, human sensor agents, and intelligent sensor agents monitoring the human and animal behaviour as well as the vegetation status. The resulting sensory information is fused into a multimodal model of the monitored environment.
Understanding human facial expressions could provide a wealth of information about the state of the environment were the monitored human is placed [17] . We are using the anatomically oriented Facial Action Coding System developed by Ekman and Friesen as a "reference in scoring facial behavior" [18] . Fig. 4 illustrates 3D facial expressions modeled using FACS.
There are three steps involved in the automatic recognition of human facial expressions: (i) face detection, (ii) face tracking, and (iii) recognition of the human facial expressions which are of interest for the specific application.
Because of variations in illumination, image resolution and representation, background and head movements, the face detection is a rather complex problem. We adopted Viola's and Jones' method, which uses the AdaBoost learning algorithm [19] .
A head-model, a feature-based matching algorithm, and an Extended Kalman Filter estimator are used for 3D realtime tracking of human faces from 2D video sequences [20] .
A biologically inspired 3D Anthropometric Muscle-Based Active Appearance Model is used to extract the facial expressions. It is based on a generic 3D model of the face, based on two sets of controls: the anatomically motivated muscle actuators to model facial expressions and statistically based anthropometrical controls to model different facial types [21] . It should be noted that human-sensor information is "fuzzy quantized" while instrument sensor information, both from the symbiotic analog-transducer & human instruments and the digital instruments, is "sharply quantized" [22] . It is possible to reduce the uncertainty of the measurements involving humans as sensors by using Fuzzy Neural Networks and Fuzzy Logic [23] to develop expert systems that capture the collective wisdom of human experts on the best procedures to follow in the evaluation of the environmental parameters based on the semantic information extracted from the human-based sensor data streams.
V. MULTI-SENSOR FUSION
Sensors usually provide low-level time-and locationdependent streams of data which have to further processed and interpreted in context to provide meaningful information.
A multi-sensor fusion framework is needed to manage in a consistent way the usage of multiple sensor resources that deliver a diversity of measurement data [24] , [25] . The multisensor fusion system has to (i) organize data collection and signal processing from different types of sensor, (ii) produce local and global representations using the multi-sensor information, and (iii) integrate the information from the different sensors into a continuously updated model of the monitored system. The resulting multi-sensor fusion system should include situation awareness features.
The multi-sensor system, which is under development at in the Sensing and Modelling Research Laboratory at the University of Ottawa, has a hierarchical architecture based on the mission-critical JDL Data Fusion Model developed by the Joint Directors of Laboratories Data Fusion Group, a US DoD committee [26] , [27] .
Redundant sensor data are be integrated at the lower levels and complementary information is fused at the higher levels of the multi-sensor fusion hierarchy. Sensor selection strategies are considered for the placement of sensors in such a way as to get optimum performance during specific sensing tasks, or for the real-time selection of sensing operations to minimize the observed system entropy. The multi-sensor fusion system is based on the 'logical sensor' paradigm. This 'logical sensor' is an application independent abstraction that models the sensor function as a set of rules describing its input/output characteristics.
A "selective environment perception" algorithm allows the system to focus on parameters that are really important for the specific decision to be made for the task at hand and avoid wasting effort to process irrelevant information. A taskspecific decision-making process guides the incremental refinement of the perception model.
Regarding the data fusion, we are investigating in particular, probabilistic data fusion methods based on Bayesian estimation including Kalman filtering and sequential Monte Carlo methods [28] .
VI. CONTEXT-BASED INTERPRETATION OF SENSOR DATA
Humans have an implicit understanding of their operational "context", or status of their environmental situation, which refers to (i) physical environment, and (ii) human factors [29] .
An early example of context-based interpretation of sensor data is presented in [30] which describes a symbiotic human-sensor technique based on fuzzy logic to reduce the false alarms for neonatal pulse oximeter monitoring. The meaning of a specific behaviour of the human, or animal, agent is a function of the environmental parameter of interest and of the context. For instance, if a canary dies (specific behaviour) in a coal mine (context) we can interpret this as a sign that the methane gas and/or the carbon monoxide level (value of the parameter of interest) in the environment has reached dangerous levels. However, if a canary dies while it is in a well-ventilated room where there is a cat, it will be more plausible to conclude that the cat killed the canary rather than that death is due to the methane gas and/or carbon monoxide level in that room. Fig. 5 illustrates the principle of this context-based plausible meaning of the specific behaviour of a human agent. In this example, the human agent "x" exhibits the behaviour BEHV (x, r), which may occur for any of the following values of the environmental parameter of interest {V(i, k+m), V(i+1, k+m), V(i+2, k+2), V(i+n, k)}, in the context CNTX (6) , which defined by the following values of the environmental parameter of interest {V(i+2, k+m), V(i+n, k+m), V(i+1, k+2), V(i+2, k+2), V(i, k+1, V(i+2, k+1), V(i, k), V(i+1, k)}. It can be concluded that this specific behaviour in the given context has occurred because of the value V(i+2, k+2) of the environmental parameter of interest, which is the value that is shared by the definition domains of the behaviour BEHV (x, r), and the context CNTX (6) .
We adopted the two-tier context definition proposed by Dey and Abowd [31] . The primary tier includes four basic object characteristics: location, identity, time, and activity. All other possible contextual characteristics belong to the second tier and are considered as attributes of the primary context properties.
Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence approach proposed by Wu et al. [32] , [33] is used to incorporate human-like uncertainty management and inference mechanisms in our context-aware multi-sensor data fusion system. This approach allows us to incorporate time-variable weights representative of sensor precision which will improve the sensor fusion accuracy in dynamic environments.
Linguistic pattern recognition techniques and semantic model representations are used to develop a semantic level situation assessment system that will allow understanding of the dynamics of a complex scene based on multimodal sensor data streams.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Discussing the aims of the human-computer symbiosis, Licklider writes in his seminal paper [6] :
"It seems likely that the contributions of human operators and equipment will blend together so completely in many operations that it will be difficult to separate them neatly in analysis. That would be the case if, in gathering data on which to base a decision, for example, both the man and the computer came up with relevant precedents from experience and if the computer then suggested a course of action that agreed with the man's intuitive judgment." Pursuing Liklider's directions this paper proposes a methodological framework for a symbiotic human-instrument partnership for multimodal environment and situation assessment applications.
